First Destination Survey for 2020 Undergraduates: 
Office of Career and Life Planning

The First Destination Survey is an important snapshot of our alumni each year and we are so inspired by their accomplishments! Many are driven to take part in multiple opportunities including graduate school and employment.

Throughout it all, they consistently give back and are incredibly willing to mentor and lend advice to current students. Career and Life Planning under the Office of Advancement, is also proud to offer our alumni continued support as they embark on their ongoing adventures!

95% Employed (Full and Part Time), Self Employed, Military, and Graduate School
90% Employed Full Time, Self Employed, Military, and Graduate School
71% Employed Full Time
26% Enrolled in Graduate School
1% Serving in the Military

365 Total 2020 Undergraduate Graduating Population (Online and On Campus)
47% Respondent and Knowledge Rate (Survey and LinkedIn)